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What’s News this month? 

• NSW TAFE embraces Suhner Metal Finishing Equipment 

• New ‘C’ Motor reaches one year with no servicing yet to be           

required 

• How to quickly de-scale inside a stainless pipe  

NSW TAFE—Wetherill Park embraces Suhner Metal Finishing 

The new Advanced Manufacturing Design Centre at Wetherill Park is nearly complete and will cater for a 

number of courses in metal manufacturing. It will be the main centre for these courses in the Sydney  ar-

ea in coming years. 

With a range of modern equipment, TAFE Wetherill Park will offer students the most up-to date             

experience available and equip them for today’s technical challenges. 

Suhner has worked with TAFE to ensure the best finishing tools and latest abrasives are made available to 

students 

 
The new Suhner Rotomax 2.0 Flexible Drive       

Machines provide students with all the       

possible abrasive drive heads they need; from  

Angle Grinder, Straight Grinder, 45 deg, Belt 

Linisher, Tube Polisher and more. Just by a 

click of a button the head can be changed.  

The machine delivers 2.0KW to the hand—far 

more than any practical electric hand tool, 

but with a fraction of a power tool’s weight. 

Speeds can be set from 500 to 13,000 Rpm in 

100 Rpm steps!  

Rotomax requires practically no maintenance 

and the low noise the machine makes is less 

tiring for the operator. 

 

The TAFE designed workstations also enable specific tools to be positioned close 

at hand as well as all the abrasives and attachments required for the job in hand. 

Rotomax works well on a heavy base that cannot be pulled over easily and these 

quality mobile tool chests are ideal for the job. 

Each unit will have a QR code leading to video instruction on the applications it is 

equipped for. This ensures time is not wasted looking for the right consumables. 

It also simplifys the metal finish task 



New Suhner C motor reaches one year of service 

Bringing a new motor design to market can be a tricky business with so many variables and possible     

issues that cannot be foreseen. Suhner has launched many new tools over the years and this latest one 

has proven to be the most successful yet. 

With a large quantity now sold, we have yet to have one single tool back for repair or even maintenance. 

This is a remarkable feat in the metal finishing game.  

The 600W motor—up 100W on its predecessor— has given a new life to the UTC Tube polishing tool and 

the UBC finger belt linisher. 

Now we have the USC 9 and 25 straight Grinders/Die Grinders available with that extra power. The     

special brush wear monitoring and the enhanced speed control electronics make this a leading tool in its 

class. 

 



How to quickly de-scale inside a stainless steel pipe 

 

Sometimes an old fashioned solution can be best and they are often forgotten. 

Using a Suhner ‘ PDB-A’  Stainless Wire de-coking brush which comes in 10, 17 and 30mm diameters, you 

can easily go up inside a pipe.  

Using the Suhner USC 9R straight grinder offering a maximum 9000 Rpm and a small 

diameter nose, most applications can be solved. Suhner also offers a range of            

solutions to enable deep pipe penetration should you need to get into the 

most difficult of places. See the following post showing how the product                    

self-expands; 

https://www.facebook.com/suhnerabrasive/videos/2371027666467785/ 

For more information; please contact us—details below. 

SUHNER Australia:- Silverwater NSW & Bayswater VIC 

(61) 02 9648 5888 

sales.au@suhner.com 
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